SAVE YOUR PHOTO HERITAGE

Don’t let your memories fade away; have your photographs DIGITALLY ARCHIVED and RESTORED!

EMAIL: garethcarter91@hotmail.co.uk
MOBILE: 0750 503 4878
WEBSITE: garethcarter91.wix.com/gcdigitalarchivist
Services offered include:

1: PHOTO ENHANCEMENT AND RESTORATION
prices start from: £5
How I can digitally restore your photographs?
- Repair scratches, creases and tears
- Remove mould, dirt spots and stains
- Piece together torn photographs
- Recreate missing sections
- Revive contrast in faded pictures

2: PHOTOGRAPHS, SLIDES AND NEGATIVES
SCANNED AND CONVERTED INTO DIGITAL IMAGES
prices start from: £14

3: ARTIFACT PHOTOGRAPHY
prices start from: £20

FINALISED PHOTOGRAPHS AVAILABLE AS:
digital image files, compact disc,
photo prints in varying sizes

EMAIL: garethcarter91@hotmail.co.uk
MOBILE: 0750 503 4878
WEBSITE: garethcarter91.wix.com/gcdigitalarchivist
LOCATION: Leicestershire, East Midlands